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Foreword

It is an excellent tradition of the Faculty of Military Sciences of the Neth-
erlands Defence Academy to publish the Netherlands Annual Review of 
Military Studies. NL ARMS shows the state of aff airs of scientifi c research 
in military sciences and, moreover, the extent to which researchers of the 
Academy contribute to this corpus of knowledge. Th is year researchers of 
the Faculty of Military Sciences focus on current research in the cyber 
domain. 

Th e Netherlands Ministry of Defence has, in line with other Dutch min-
istries, formulated a policy to intensify activities in the realm of cyber se-
curity and cyber warfare. It is the intention of the Ministry of Defence to 
dedicate in the coming years, and to an increasing extent, means to address 
issues of the cyber security of systems, and the role of cyber in warfare (both 
cyber warfare itself and the role of cyber in kinetic warfare).
 
In line with this policy the Faculty of Military Sciences is formulating a 
multidisciplinary research program in this fi eld in order to scientifi cally 
support these eff orts, of course in cooperation with other research institutes. 
Th is new research program will, in any case, entail research eff orts in the 
fi eld of legal and operational aspects of cyber warfare, but will also combine 
technical and non-technical aspects of cyber warfare.

Th e current issue of NL ARMS comprises the building blocks of this new 
research program. One fi nds in this publication reports of research activi-
ties of staff  of the Faculty of Military Sciences related to aspects of cyber 
security and warfare.

 Wouter van Rossum
 Dean of the Faculty of Military Sciences
 Netherlands Defence Academy
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1. Introduction

1.1 Attacks and War?
Wikileaks’ publication of US diplomatic cables in November 20101 was 
characterised by the US Government as ‘an attack on America’s foreign 
policy interests [and] an attack on the international community’.2 A former 
policy advisor to the Canadian prime minister advocated the idea of the 
killing of WikiLeaks’ founder, Julian Assange, as an act of ‘defence’ against 
the ‘attack’.3 Arguably, WikiLeaks’ publication merely qualifi ed a digital 
information campaign, which was, nevertheless, portrayed as ‘attack’. Are 
we dealing with mere rhetoric, and should we consider this line of reason-
ing merely demagogic, or are we indeed witnessing ‘attacks’? If so, are these 
‘attacks’ isolated incidents? Apparently, they aren’t, as the following exam-
ples demonstrate. 

On the eve of the publication of the diplomatic communication, Wiki
Leaks.org reported that its website suff ered from a cyber attack through a 
so called Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS).4 In response, WikiLeaks 
followers launched attacks against fi nancial companies that appeared to be 

1 See <wikileaks.org/cablegate.html>, for an overview: <www.cablegatesearch.net/> 
(Accessed 4 April 2012). 

2 US Secretary of State, ‘Remarks to the Press on the Release of Confi dential Docu-
ments’, 28 November 2010, <www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2010/11/152078.htm>.

3 CBC News, 1 December 2010, ‘Flanagan Regrets WikiLeaks Assassination Remark’, 
<www.cbc.ca/politics/story/2010/12/01/fl anagan-wikileaks-assange.html> (Accessed 
9 December 2010).

4 NRC Handelsblad 28 October 2010, ‘WikiLeaks: slachtoff er van cyberaanval’. BBC 
News, 28 November 2010, ‘Wikileaks Hacked ahead of Secret US Document Re-
lease’, <www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-11858637> (Accessed 5 April 2012).
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non-supportive to WikiLeaks.5 Th e battlefi eld also extended to the Nether-
lands when the website of the Public Prosecutor was brought down after 
the arrest of a Dutch hacker.6 Th ese activists’ attacks back and forth are 
part of a wider and worldwide development in international relations, 
economic competition, espionage, crime and last but not least military 
innovation. 

Iran suff ered from a cyber attack through the infamous computer worm 
Stuxnet in September 2010,7 allegedly ordered by the US President,8 and 
apparently aiming to disrupt Iran’s nuclear program.9 Other and older 
illustrations are the cyber attacks against Estonia10 and Georgia,11 as well 
as the less well known explosion in the Siberian oil pipeline in 1982, pre-
sumably caused by the CIA that manipulated software that Russia had 
stolen from Canada.12 More recently, the use of cyber weapons was con-
sidered a viable option against Libya by the US, however, this was not 
followed through for reasons of future international political and military 
consequences, as it might set a precedent to be followed by other States (or 
non-State actors).13

 5 NRC Handelsblad 8 December 2010, ‘Duizend sites kopiëren alles van WikiLeaks’; 
BBC News 9 December 2010, ‘Anonymous Hacktivists Say Wikileaks War to Con-
tinue’, <www.bbc.com/news/technology-11935539> (Accessed 5 April 2012).

 6 Volkskrant 10 December 2010, ‘Website OM plat na arrestatie hacker’, <www.volk-
skrant.nl/vk/nl/3884/WikiLeaks/article/detail/1070943/2010/12/10/Website-OM-
plat-na-arrestatie-hacker.dhtml> (Assessed 10 December 2010).

 7 NRC Handelsblad 27 September 2010, ‘Iran: cyberaanval met computerworm afgewend’; 
New York Times 26 September 2010, ‘A Silent Attack, but Not a Subtle One’, <www.
nytimes.com/2010/09/27/technology/27virus.html?_r=1&adxnnl=1&adxnnlx=
1333648101-ftcOsY2tnApxgNOA3oJAtg#> (Accessed 5 April 2012).

 8 David E. Sanger, ‘Obama Order Sped up Wave of Cyberattacks against Iran’, New 
York Times, June 1, 2012, <www.nytimes.com/2012/06/01/world/middleeast/obama-
ordered-wave-of-cyberattacks-against-iran.html?_r=2&hp> (Accessed 2 June 2012).

 9 NRC Handelsblad 16 November 2010, ‘Kernreactors Iran mogelijk doelwit Stux
net-worm’, <beta.nrc.nl/nieuws/2010/11/16/kernreactors-iran-doelwit-stuxnet-worm
/> (Accessed 9 December 2010); New York Times, ‘Israeli Test on Worm Called Crucial in 
Iran Nuclear Delay’, 15 January 2011, <www.nytimes.com/2011/01/16/world/middle
east/16stuxnet.html> (Accessed 19 January 2011).

10 Brenner 2009, p. 3-6.
11 Korns and Kastenberg 2009, p. 60; Tikk, Kaska and Vihul 2010.
12 See Chapter 4 in this volume (Th omas Rid). Also: Th e Economist, 1 July 2010, ‘Cy-

berwar: War in the Fifth Domain’, <www.economist.com/node/16478792?story_
id=16478792&fsrc=rss>. See also Rid 2012, p. 10.

13 New York Times, 17 October 2011, ‘U.S. Debated Cyberwarfare in Attack Plan on Lib-
ya’, <www.nytimes.com/2011/10/18/world/africa/cyber-warfare-against-libya-was-de
bated-by-us.html> (Accessed 5 April 2012). As a public initiative, the Cyber Security 
Forum Initiative provided an overview of Libyan cyber capabilities and vulnerabilities: 
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1.2 Cyber Security in the Netherlands
Cyber operations, often referred to as the ‘fi fth domain’ of warfare, have 
reached the top of the political and military agenda in the Netherlands, as 
they have elsewhere.14 Th e Dutch Parliament urged the Government to set 
up an interdepartmental cyber security strategy and to initiate constructive 
contributions in the realm of cyber warfare within NATO, to which Gov-
ernment responded.15 First of all, the Dutch Government delivered its 
National Cyber Security Strategy (NCSS) to parliament in February 2011.16 
Subsequently, the Cyber Security Council, co-chaired by a public and a 
private executive, was established in June 2011.17 Most recently, the Gov-
ernmental Cyber Emergency Response Team (GovCERT) was integrated 
into the newly set up National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC), a public-
private interagency eff ort to concentrate knowledge and expertise.18 Th e 
NCSC was immediately involved in the aftermath of the DigiNotar inci-
dent (in which a private cyber fi rm had failed to adequately protect dig-
ital signatures with which it had been entrusted).19

Unmistakably, the developments in the cyber domain and the increasing 
awareness of potential and actual cyber threats and developments in cyber 
warfare are also of importance to the Netherlands Armed Forces and the 
Netherlands Ministry of Defence (MoD), as they relate to threats on the 
one hand, and to (active or passive) protection against these threats and 
attacks on the other. By concluding that ‘the response capabilities in the 
cyber realm will be enhanced, inter alia within the MoD, the Government 

CSFI, Project Cyber Dawn v1.0 – Libya, (April 17, 2012) <www.unveillance.com/
latest-news/project-cyber-dawn-libya-released-for-public-viewing/> (Accessed 5 April 
2012).

14 Fifth domain aside land, water, air and space. See Tettero and De Graaf 2010. See also 
Bosch, Luiijf and Mollema 1999.

15 Motion fi led by R. Knops c.s., Parliamen  tary Papers [Kamerstukken] II, 2009/10, 32 
123 X, No. 66. Progress in 32 123 X, No. 89; 26 643, No. 149 and 164. See also the 
motion fi led by M. Hernandez, Parliamentary Papers II, 2010/11, 32 500X, No. 76.

16 Parliamentary Papers II, 2010/11, 26 643, No. 174.
17 ‘Cyber Security Council Invested’ (30 June 2011), <english.nctb.nl/current_top

ics/press_releases/2011/press-release-110630.aspx?cp=92&cs=25472> (Accessed 12 
April 2012).

18 ‘National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) Combines Knowledge and Expertise’ (2 
January 2012), <english.nctb.nl/current_topics/press_releases/2012/press_release-
120112.aspx?cp=92&cs=25472> (Accessed 2 January 2012).

19 BBC News, 5 September 2011, Fake DigiNotar web certifi cate risk to Iranians, <www.
bbc.com/news/technology-14789763> (Accessed: 7 April 2011). See the dossier (in 
Dutch) at: <www.govcert.nl/dienstverlening/Kennis+en+publicaties/dossier-digino
tar>.
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indicated a general policy related to the strategic decision-making process 
within the MoD.20 Th e Minister of Defence is to launch a Defence Cyber 
Strategy encompassing ‘cyber intensifi cations’.21 In his Defence White 
Paper Defence after the Financial Crisis, he already stated that ‘the MoD 
will reinforce its digital resilience in the years to come, and will develop 
the capacity to execute cyber operations’.22 Simultaneously, a strategic 
framework for cyber operations has to be developed, as was rightfully 
advocated by Tettero and De Graaf.23 Th e need for such a strategy was also 
pointed out in the British study by Chatham House, On Cyber Warfare, 
which indicated that the lack of a strategy for cyber operations could serve 
as a catalyst for hostile cyber operations.24 In addition, it was fully recog-
nised that such a strategy would have to contain a legal framework as well.25 
Parts of this framework for cyber security in general were presented in 
December 2011,26 whilst the Advisory Council on International Aff airs 
and the Advisory Committee on Issues of Public International Law were 
requested to advice on legal questions of cyber warfare. Th e joint advice 
Cyber Warfare was delivered in December 2011,27  and Government appears 
to endorse most of its conclusions and advice.28

Advancing on the foundation provided in the Defence Cyber Strategy, 
including its indicated legal framework for military cyber operations, this 
chapter strives to stimulate thoughts and analysis and provide some guide-
lines for further development. Firstly, some issues related to the strategic 
context that are relevant to the legal framework will be introduced. Sec-
ondly, the conceptual legal framework itself will be presented. Th irdly, the 
legal bases for the conduct of cyber operations will be reviewed, and fi -
nally, the legal regimes that apply during the execution phase of these 
operations will be examined.

20 Parliamentary Papers II, 2010/11, 26 643, No. 174.
21 Parliamentary Papers II, 2010/11, 26 643, No. 174.
22 Parliamentary Papers II, 2010/11, 32 733, No. 1, p. 19: ‘Defensie na   de kredietcrisis: 

een kleinere krijgsmacht in een onrustige wereld’, 8 April 2011.
23 Tettero and De Graaf 2010.
24 Cornisch 2010, p. 21-22.
25 Tettero and De Graaf 2010, p. 247.
26 Parliamentary Papers II, 2011/12, 26 643, No. 220 (annex): ‘Juridisch kader cyber 

security’.
27 AIV and CAVV 2011, see <www.aiv-advice.nl>.
28 Parliamentary Papers II, 2010/11, 33 000 X, No. 79, annex, 6 April 2012.
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2.  The Strategic Context

Th e Dutch target for its National Cyber Security Strategy is rather chal-
lenging, as cyber security has various characteristics, of which nine are 
particularly relevant in the legal realm. First, the features of threats will be 
addressed, followed by remarks associated with the protection against and 
response to these threats. Next, attributes of the cyber battlefi eld that infl u-
ence both attacking and defending parties will be examined and fi nally the 
strategic and constitutional embedding of military cyber operations will 
be discussed. 

2.1 Th reats
Cyber threats are of a very diverse nature, since they encompass (a combi-
nation of ) ideological, criminal, fi nancial, political, economic, cultural and 
military infringement on national and international security.29 Alongside 
States, a great diversity of non-State actors are the sources of these threats, 
including, amongst others, criminals, pressure groups, terrorists, rebels, 
commercial enterprises (including private intelligence services) and, last 
but not least, hackers and activists (and the combination of the latter two: 
‘hacktivists’). Moreover, cyber threats may be overt as well as covert, the 
latter being the rule and as a result of that, attribution is one of the main 
obstacles before an adequate response to these threats becomes possible. 

2.2 Protection and Response
Given the plurality of threats and its authors, the envisioned cyber se curity 
strategy logically embraces several policy areas and includes both public 
and private actors,30 and is therefore comprehensive. Th us, cyber security 
calls for a comprehensive (multidisciplinary and interdepartmental) and 
interagency approach.31 Given the characteristics of the threats as well as 
the ‘battlefi eld’ (see below), governments alone are incapable of responding 
adequately as they are heavily dependent upon private partners such as 
internet providers. Th erefore, public-private partnership is required, and 
this feature is demonstrated by the public-private co-chair of the Cyber 

29 Tettero and De Graaf 2010, p. 242.
30 Tettero and De Graaf 2010, p. 242.
31 Demonstrated by the fact that the Nationaal Trendrapport Cybercrime en Digitale Vei-

ligheid 2010 was signed by three ministers (Security & Justice; Economic Aff airs, 
Agriculture & Innovation; and Defence). See Parliamentary Papers II 2010/11, 28 
684, No. 292 (Annex).
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Security Council,32 as well as in the ‘information knots’ within the Na-
tional Infrastructure for the fi ght against Cyber Crime (NICC) program.33 
Moreover, an international eff ort in cyber security is imperative as the 
World Wide Web and digital communication are an intrinsic part of glo-
balisation and the fading of (physical) boundaries.

2.3 Th e Virtual Battlefi eld
Th e virtual battlefi eld aff ects both one’s own as well as cyber operations 
conducted by (potential) opponents. Although digital communication 
relies on physical infrastructure located within sovereign states, cyber com-
munication is hardly hampered by physical and sovereign boundaries as it 
is a virtual domain, albeit with physical components located in states.34 
Some states are particularly vulnerable as they host so called internet hubs 
that are crucial to the structure of internet.35 Furthermore, cyber operations 
can involve non-kinetic methods of warfare, notwithstanding their poten-
tial of causing (severe) physical consequences. 

Apart from these features, two other are of relevance for the Defence 
Cyber Strategy: the strategic framework and the constitutional objectives 
of the Netherlands Armed Forces.

2.4 Th e Strategic Framework?
Logically, the NCSS should fi t within the framework of a comprehensive 
national security strategy including both an international and a national 
dimension. Such a Grand Strategy is at present non-existent in an explicit 
format in the Netherlands. Instead, the Netherlands has only developed 
its National Security Strategy, which has a primarily domestic focus.36  Th is 
‘national’ strategy is just a partial one, since it only refers to fi ve vital 
national interests,37 thereby erroneously omitting the sixth vital interest, 
i.e. the ‘international legal order’.38 Given the constitutional duty vest ed 
upon Government ‘to promote the international legal order’,39 the 

32 Co-chaired by the National Coordinator for Counterterrorism and Security, E. Aker-
boom, and the CEO of Royal KPN, E. Blok.

33 Parliamentary Papers II, 2009/10, 30 821, No. 10, p. 3-4.
34 See for the example: Haaster 2012.
35 Th e Amsterdam Internet Exchange is one of the main hubs in the world, see i.a. <en.

wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Internet_exchange_points_by_size>.
36 Nationale Veiligheidsstrategie, see Parliamentary Papers II 2006/07, 30 821, No. 1.
37 Territorial, physical, ecologic, economic security, and political & social stability. Ref: 

footnote 36.
38 Ducheine 2008, p. 20.
39 See Art. 90 of the Netherlands Constitution which reads: ‘Th e Government shall 

promote the development of the international legal order.’
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non-existence of a Grand Strategy and the domestic focus of the National 
Security Strategy seem curious, as ‘the Netherlands undoubtedly has a 
signifi cant interest in promoting international security and cooperation’.40

Moreover, considering the international components of the other vital 
interests (i.e. economic security, and the political and social stability) as 
well as being the sixteenth largest economy and the ninth export nation 
worldwide,41 the international legal order is one of the prerequisites for the 
other vital interests and can therefore not be neglected.

Th is gap in the Netherlands strategic framework could potentially leave 
the door open for hostile cyber operations.42 Recent events in North 
Africa and the Middle East have demonstrated the eff ects of social and 
digital media upon political stability and international (legal) order. 

Nevertheless, the MoD will have to develop its Defence Cyber Strategy, 
which ought to be drawn for the NCSS and the National Security Strat-
egy. As shown in Figure 1, the defi ciency caused by the non-existent Grand 
Strategy could hamper the development of a comprehensive and eff ective 
Defence Cyber Strategy.

F igure 1. Strategic framework

40 NRC Handelsblad, Commentaar, 8 April 2011.
41 NRC Handelsblad, Commentaar, 8 April 2011.
42 Cornish et al. 2010, p. 21-22.
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2.5 Constitutional Embedding: Which Operations?
Th e Defence Cyber Strategy will be guided by (inter alia) the triple objec-
tives of the armed forces as provided in Article 97(1) of the Dutch Con-
stitution: 

Th ere shall be armed forces for [1] the defence and [3] protection of the 
[other vital] interests of the Kingdom, and [2] in order to maintain and 
promote the international legal order. 

Th is triple objective implies that the MoD and the armed forces are to 
execute cyber operations as part of their three main tasks,43 and conse-
quently, that military cyber operations will be part of the widest spectrum 
available, ranging from military defence of the territory [1] and missions 
abroad [2], to domestic support for national civil authorities for law en-
forcement purposes [3], as well as for intelligence gathering. Th erefore, 
these operations may be passive/defensive as well as active/off ensive and 
will logically also encompass digital (counter) intelligence operations, as 
well as domestic and international operations in which the armed forces 
are involved.44

It is therefore advocated by the present authors, that military cyber 
operations should be extensively defi ned as they refer to (military) opera-
tions in the digital domain, including off ensive, defensive, passive and active 
activities as well as intelligence operations, domestically and abroad.45

3.  Military Legal Framework

Considering the aforementioned strategic context, and the characteristics 
and the constitutional framework for military operations, a design of the 
legal framework in militaribus will be presented below. Th e framework 
consists of two constituents: the legal bases for military cyber operations, 
and the legal regimes applicable to the execution of those operations. Before 
embarking upon the two components, it is necessary to address another 
conceptual element fi rst, namely the appropriate paradigm for the conduct 
of cyber operations.

43 Ducheine 2012.
44 Tettero and De Graaf 2010, p. 241.
45 Ducheine and Voetelink 2011, p. 277.
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3.1 Which Paradigm?
It is vital to realise that cyber security in general, and cyber operations in 
particular fi t into a wide range of paradigms ranging from (internet) 
governance to warfare. In our view, six paradigms are of relevance to mili-
tary cyber operations:

– (ICT-)governance;
– protection & security;
– intelligence;
– law enforcement;
– crisis response operations;
– war. 

Each of the paradigms provides the purpose, the perspectives, and the 
doctrine underlying specifi c types of cyber operations. By analogy, counter 
terrorism operations can be conducted within the paradigm of law enforce-
ment (i.e. regular police operations), but exceptionally also as war (e.g., 
Enduring Freedom).46 Applying this approach to cyber operations, it fol-
lows that military operations related to international crisis management 
and armed confl ict would be based on military principles and doctrine, 
including where relevant, the international legal framework for the use of 
force, and would be governed by the law of armed confl ict (LOAC or in-
ternational humanitarian law), and executed by applying military manuals 
and doctrines.

However, again by analogy, counter terrorism should not be viewed 
exclusively as either war or law enforcement, instead it should employ and 
be part of a multidisciplinary comprehensive approach.47 It is also realistic 
to conclude that a single minded restrictive approach doesn’t readily fi t 
cyber operations either. 

Instead, one should realise that cyber operations are part of a fl uid 
spectrum ranging from the monitoring of governmental networks by 
CERTs, to active protection by shutting down sites once they are under 
‘attack’, followed by criminal investigations into the source of the ‘attacks’ 
where criminal activity was reasonably suspected, combined with intelli-
gence operations to inter alia ascertain the nature of the threat posed and 
identify the source of the threat, possibly resulting in a military response 
in situations which rose to the level of a use of armed force by a foreign 

46 Ducheine 2008, p. 45.
47 Ducheine 2008, p. 559.
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power or organised armed group, even resulting, in exceptional cases, in 
participation in an armed confl ict. In addition, it is clear that concepts as 
human rights, privacy and ICT regulations & governance would play a 
role throughout the whole spectrum. Moreover, although the present chap-
ter and publication are written from a military professional perspective, it 
should also be made clear that only those operations conducted or sup-
ported by armed forces that amount to ‘warfare’ in the strict sense, only fi t 
as ‘cyber warfare’, and, even more important, that most cyber security 
responses will be civil and therefore non-military, as is characterised in 
Figure 2.

Th erefore, it is advocated that an integral or complementary attitude is 
required, implying that cyber operations can potentially fi t into multiple 
paradigms, and that the constituent parts of the legal framework, instead 
of a particular paradigm will be defi ning the outcome. 

3.2 Legal Bases and Regimes
Th e legal framework itself comprises two distinct constituent parts: legal 
bases and legal regimes.48 As in any other military operation, an ‘adequate’ 

48 See also Koninklijke Landmacht 2009, p. 42, Para. 2702; Ducheine and Pouw 2012a 
and 2012b.

F  igure 2. A multidisciplinary and comprehensive response to cyber threats
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legal basis is required before it is decided upon and undertaken. Legal 
bases can be found in international law (ius ad bellum), for instance, in the 
form of an authorisation by the UN Security Council, or in domestic 
national law for operations which were wholly conducted within the na-
tional legal framework(such as the Act on Intelligence and Security Serv-
ices 2002). Th e second part of the framework, legal regimes, refers to those 
rules that are applicable once an operation commences. One could think 
of the law of armed confl ict (hereafter: LOAC), human rights law, and 
criminal codes. Although they can’t be considered ‘law’, for the purpose of 
this chapter, operational and political guidelines governing the use of force, 
known as Rules of Engagement (ROE), national caveats, or Tactical Direc-
tives et al will also be addressed under the header of ‘legal regimes’.

Both constituent parts – legal bases and legal regimes – make up the 
legal framework for military cyber operations, covering the whole spec trum 
of (pro-)active, passive, off ensive and defensive cyber operations (see 
Fig ure 3).

Figur e 3. Legal Framework for Cyber Operations

3.3 Th e Challenge
Th e comprehensive framework might be clear, the challenge, however, is 
recognising, defi ning, interpreting and when necessary supplementing the 
parts of the framework, which is not a straightforward task. Th e role of 
ICT law regulating international data traffi  c, for instance, is alien to mili-
tary operations up to date, and the experience and knowledge of the clas-
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sic military legal advisor (the Legad), would likely be insuffi  cient in that 
respect. It will be essential to widen knowledge in this fi eld of law in the 
near future, be it autonomously, or through a joint venture with other 
partners.49 International (ICT related) Treaties, EU and Council of Europe 
directives, decisions and resolutions of other international organisations 
(inter alia UN, ITU, UN Security Council, G8, OECD, OSCE, NATO 
and (W)EU), will inevitably play a role.

Hence, cyber operations diff erentiate from more traditional military 
operations (see above)50 and demand – if and when necessary – a reinter-
pretation or supplement to the existing and familiar legal framework. At 
this moment, the specifi c legal framework for the developing cyber domain 
is rather incomplete, as law often lags behind technical and/or social de-
velopments. Until full development is reached, cyber operations will have 
to be planned and executed within the existing legal framework, a method 
not unfamiliar to the government and the armed forces as we all know 
from our experiences with new threats as modern terrorism. Like the latter, 
cyber threats also disregard physical borders, the primacy of state actors in 
international law, and challenge the classic rules of attribution.

Within the confi nes of this chapter, completeness would be an illusion. 
Th erefore, those parts were selected which – according to the present au-
thors – required interpretation or accommodation, ranging from analysis 
to mere demarcation. Th e presented order follows the constituent parts of 
the framework (see Figure 3): national and international legal bases and 
subsequently the legal regimes.

4.  National Legal Bases

4.1 Intelligence and Security Services Act 2002
Based on the Intelligence and Security Services Act,51 the General Intel-
ligence and Security Service52 and the Military Intelligence and Security 
Service53 have the authority to collect intelligence referring to threats posed 
by opponents and countries.54 Th e collection of intelligence is partly done 
by using open sources and partly by using so called special authorities (Art. 

49 See inter alia: Lodder and Boer 2012.
50 Todd 2009, p. 68.
51 Wet inlichtingen en veiligheidsdiensten 2002, hereafter: WIV.
52 Algemene inlichtingen en veiligheidsdienst, hereafter: AIVD.
53 Militaire inlichtingen en veiligheidsdienst, hereafter: MIVD.
54 Art. 7 WIV.
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18 WIV). Th e MIVD for example is authorised to tap and record elec-
tronic messages and network data exchange (Art. 25), intercept interna-
tional satellite communication (Art. 26 and 27) and break into computer 
systems (Art. 24). 

An important characteristic of the WIV is the fact that it has no extra-
territorial eff ect.55 Th is means that, while the MIVD has a task in collect-
ing intelligence on other countries, Dutch law does not provide an 
explicit basis for operations on the territory of these countries.56

Another characteristic is that the WIV defi nes tasks and responsibilities 
with regard to intelligence collection; meaning the WIV is primarily de-
fensive in nature. An important question is whether or not the WIV also 
authorises the intelligence services to conduct off ensive cyber operations, 
for example by injecting viruses or worms, or facilitating ‘exploitation’. As 
yet, the latter does not seem to be the case.57

4.2 Pro tection of Military Infrastructure
Th e Act on the Use of Force by Guards of Military Objects58 authorises 
the use of force while guarding and securing military objects.59 Force is 
defi ned as: ‘any signifi cant force against persons or subjects’.60 Th e most 
important application of the Rijkswet is the physical guarding and securing 
of military objects, such as: military radio stations, direction fi nders, anten-
nas, transmitters and communication centres.61

Th is enumeration has a typical signals orientation. It remains to be seen 
if data centres, servers and internet hubs in use by the armed forces, as well 
as those located at civilian sites, can be included under the same denomi-

55 CTIVD 2007a, p. 1, see: <www.ctivd.nl/?Overige_activiteiten>.
56 See inter alia CTIVD 2007b, p. 54. However, there is no prohibition (in international 

law) of purely intelligence gathering (as opposed to other types of covert ops) in inter-
national law.

57 Dutch Government reaction to AIV and CAVV’s report on Cyber Warfare, dated 
6 April 2012, Parliamentary Papers II, 2011/12, 33000 X, No. 79.

58 Rijkswet geweldgebruik bewakers militaire objecten, Stb.2003, 134, hereafter: the 
Rijks wet.

59 Art. 1 and 2 Rijkswet.
60 Art. 1 Decree on the Use of Force by Defence Personnel in the Conduct of Guard-

ing and Securing [Besluit geweldgebruik defensiepersoneel in de uitoefening van de 
bewakings- en beveiligingstaak], 2003, June 17, Stb. 2003, 282.

61 Annex A(7) to the Decree on designation of objects to be guarded and secured [Bijlage 
A(7) bij Rijksbesluit houdende aanwijzing van te bewaken en te beveiligen objecten], 
Stcrt. 2000, 185, p. 16.
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nator.62 Another question is whether or not a defensive cyber operation, 
for example, countering a hostile cyber attack against our data systems, 
falls within the scope of the Rijkswet. Th e operation should then be re-
garded as use of force and be allowed as means of force. As yet the Rijkswet 
primarily only authorises securing physical objects using the defi ned tra-
ditional – physical – means of force.63

4.3 Police Act 1993
Based on the Police Act 1993, the Royal Military Constabulary64 is man-
dated – among other tasks – to conduct the police task within the Neth-
erlands’ Armed Forces and at locations controlled by the Ministry of 
Defence (Art. 6). Part of this police task is to investigate and prevent 
criminal activity such as cyber crime, espionage, blackmail, violation of a 
pledge of secrecy, etc.65 Criminal off ences in this area are (inter alia) 
hacking,66 spamming or DDoS (bombing),67 installing ettercaps,68 and the 
destruction of data by defacing a website, spreading viruses, worms and 
Trojan Horses.69

As part of military assistance to the (civil) police, the Royal Military 
Constabulary and other parts of the Armed Forces can assist the civilian 
police in the cyber domain.70 For example, Intelligence, Surveillance, Tar-
get Acquisition & Reconnaissance (or ISTAR) means can be temporarily 
placed at the disposal of the civilian police for investigations, prevention 
or termination of cyber crime or cyber terrorism.

62 Art. 2 of the Decree on designation of objects to be guarded and secured [Rijksbesluit 
houdende aanwijzing van te bewaken en te beveiligen objecten] gives the possibility 
to designate objects on a temporary basis; see: Ducheine 2005.

63 Art. 3 jo. Art. 6 Decree on the Use of Force by Defence Personnel in the Conduct of 
Guarding and Securing [Besluit geweldgebruik defensiepersoneel in de uitoefening 
van de bewakings- en beveiligingstaak], 2003 June 17.

64 Koninklijke Marechaussee, KMar.
65 See also the fi le Cybercrime: <www.ejure.nl/articles/dossier_id=175/id=55/show.

html> (Accessed 11 January 2011).
66 Computer integrity violation [computervredebreuk], Art. 138a Criminal Code [Wet-

boek van Strafrecht].
67 Art. 138b Criminal Code.
68 Devices to tap or disturb network traffi  c. See: Destruction of information technology 

[vernielen van een geautomatiseerd werk], Art.161sexties and 161septies Criminal 
Code. See: <www.win.tue.nl/~aeb/linux/hh/cybercrime.html> (Accessed 11 January 
2011).

69 Destruction of computer data [vernielen van computerdata], Art. 350a and 350b 
Criminal Code.

70 Th rough Art. 58-60 Police Act 1993.
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4.4 Summary: National Legal Bases
Th e current national legal bases for cyber operations are mainly defensive 
and law and order oriented. In principle, national law does not provide a 
legal basis for off ensive operations, either in the Netherlands, or abroad. 
Th ere is however a variety of (pro) active, preventive and repressive options. 
Th e recent developments in cyber security in a number of cases have not 
yet been converted to laws and regulations.

5.  International Legal Bases

Under the ius ad bellum off ensive and defensive cross-border military 
operations are not permitted because of the inter-state prohibition of the 
use of force, as laid down in Article 2(4) of the UN-Charter: 

All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or 
use of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any 
state, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United 
Nations.

Th is provision prohibits extraterritorial operations, including cyber opera-
tions, insofar these operations can be conceived as ‘use of force’. Th is issue 
is problematic as international law does not provide for a defi nition of this 
term.71 It is generally accepted that use of force encompasses armed, i.e. 
military, physical force.72 Th e extent of this force is not relevant.73 Actions 
are judged by the results or eff ects:74 they are considered use of force if they 
directly cause death, injury or physical damage to property. 

5.1 Armed Force?
Th e key question is, of course, whether cyber operations can qualify as 
armed force and are thus covered by the prohibition of the use of force. 
Th is question causes a problem as cyber operations are diffi  cult to compare 
with traditional, kinetic military operations in the physical world, given 
the dimension in which cyber operations take place. Moreover, damage is 
often not physical in character. Schmitt, therefore, uses criteria like sever-

71 For an overview of views on force within the meaning of Art. 2(4) of the UN-Charter, 
see Waxman 2011, p. 426-430.

72 See, inter alia, Ducheine 2008, p. 130-131; Barkham 2001, p. 71.
73 Ducheine and Pouw 2010, p. 10.
74 Brown 2006, p. 187. Furthermore, a criminal law approach was proposed that focuses 

on the genesis of a cyber attack; Todd 2009, p. 70.
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ity, immediacy, directness, invasiveness, measurability and presumed le-
gitimacy to determine i f the foreseeable consequences of cyber operations 
approximate armed force.75 As the Advisory Council on International Af-
fairs (AIV) & Advisory Committee on Issues of Public International Law 
(CAVV) concluded in their joint advice on Cyber Warfare, a cyber attack 
qualifi es as use of force ‘if the consequences are comparable to those caused 
by an attack with conventional or unconventional weapons’.76 Not every 
cyber activity qualifi es as use of force and is allowed as long as it does not 
infringe other rules of international law.77

Cyber operations that do amount to armed force and fall within the 
prohibition of the use of force, can only be justifi ed by one of the three 
exceptions allowed for under international law: consent, military enforce-
ment measures under Chapter VII of the UN-Charter and self-defence 
against an armed attack (see below). Th ese three exceptions constitute the 
so called ‘adequate mandate under international law’ as the Dutch Govern-
ment recently reiterated.78

5.2 Consent
Cyber operations abroad, even if amounting to the use of force, are permis-
sible with the consent of the foreign state involved.79 During crisis manage-
ment operations the host state can grant permission using a Status of 
Forces Agreement or a Memorandum of Understanding. It goes without say-
ing that the execution of the operation is subject to constraints and host 
state law. Th ese constraints determine the legal regime that applies to the 
operation, e.g. in the form of ROE (see below). 

5.3 Military Enforcement Measures
In the absence of consent (and if the cyber operation amounts to the use 
of force) another exception to the ban on force would be required in order 
to be lawful. One such exception can be found in the UN Charter, spe-
cifi cally in the provisions relating to the maintenance and restoration of 
international peace and security under the primary responsibility of the 
Security Council. Hence, a possible legal basis can exist whenever the UN 
Security Council has authorised military enforcement measures under 

75 See Schmitt 1999, p. 914-916.
76 AIV and CAVV 2011, p. 21. See footnote 27.
77 Like, for instance, the sovereignty or non-intervention principle of the UN-Charter.
78 Government programme Samen Werken, Samen Leven, Balkenende IV, in: Parliamen-

tary Papers II, 2006/07, 29 521, No. 41, p. 2 et seq.
79 As a result of the consensual basis, these operations do not infringe upon the princi-

ples of sovereignty, non-intervention and the prohibition of the use of force.
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Chapter VII of the UN-Charter. Th e Security Council can decide to take 
these kinds of measures in case of ‘any threat to the peace, breach of the 
peace, or act of aggression’.80 It is for the Security Council to decide if a 
hostile cyber operation constitutes such a threat to the peace and/or to 
authorise ‘all necessary measures’, potentially including cyber measures 
involving the use of force as part of military enforcement measures. Th e 
Council also has the power to implement measures not involving the use 
of force, including cyber measures, for example, in the context of embargos 
aimed at cutting communications, or preventing fi nancial or economic 
transactions by a targeted State.81

Th e UN Security Council resolution that authorises enforcement meas-
ures and contains the phrase ‘to use all necessary means’ implies the permis-
sion to use military force (including cyber operations), to carry out its 
mandate. Th ese do not require the consent of the State or entity against 
which they are directed.

5.4 Self-Defence
Without consent or authorisation by the UN Security Council, a State 
may invoke the ‘inherent’ right of individual or collective self-defence if 
‘an armed attack occurs’.82 Self-defence is only permitted under strict con-
ditions that raise pressing questions in the cyber domain.

Firstly, an armed attack is required. Th is constitutes one of the most 
controversial questions in the ius ad bellum, partly because of the lack of a 
defi nition.83 Ruys uses the following defi nition:

An armed attack consists in the deliberate use of armed force against a 
State, producing, or liable to produce, serious consequences, epitomized by 
ter ritorial intrusions, human casualties or considerable destruction of 
property.84

Generally, the defi nition includes a threat that is instant, overwhelming, 
leaving no choice of means, and no moment of deliberation.85 Furthermore, 
a series of smaller and related attacks cumulatively can be considered an 
armed attack.86

80 Art. 39 UN-Charter. 
81 Art. 41 UN-Charter.
82 Art. 51 UN-Charter.
83 See inter alia Ruys 2010.
84 Ruys 2010, p. 542, based on Dinstein 2005, p. 193.
85 Often referred to as ‘pre-emptive self-defence’.
86 Ducheine 2008, p. 221. 
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Th e crucial issue is, of course, whether (a hostile) cyber operation can 
be considered to amount to an armed attack. Cyber operations aimed 
against Estonia and Georgia did not qualify as such.87 In an advisory report 
to the Dutch government it was noted that: 

if a cyber attack leads to a signifi cant number of fatalities or causes substan-
tial physical damage or destruction to vital infrastructure, military platforms 
or installations or civil property, it could certainly be qualifi ed as an ‘armed 
attack’ within the meaning of article 51 of the UN Charter.88

Also, an organised cyber attack on vital functions of the state could con-
ceivably be qualifi ed as such ‘if it could or did lead to serious disruption 
of the functioning of the state or serious and long-lasting consequences for 
the stability of the state’.89

Secondly, once the qualifi cation as an armed attack is clear, the next 
issue – attribution – arises. As the Stuxnet attack demonstrates, cyber ac-
tivities are diffi  cult to trace back to the author or attacker. However, at-
tribution is required to determine the addressee of self-defence. Logically, 
that is against the attacker, provided it can be identifi ed, of course.90

6.  National Legal Regimes

Within the national legal domain, laws and regulations (such as the Police 
Act) can often provide the legal basis as well as the legal regime for domes-
tic operations.91 Th e AIVD and the MIVD, for example, derive their 
mandate from the WIV (being the legal basis), but this law also provides 
the legal regime for the execution of the AIVD’s/MIVD’s mandate. 

A comparable situation arises with regard to the protection of military 
objects and with regard to the police tasks of the Royal Military Con-
stabulary. When cyber operations are launched, they will be regulated by 
‘use of force provisions’ in these respective laws, characterised by their 
primary focus on the ‘classic’ kinetic use of force. As a result, the applica-
tion of these laws is not painless in case of ‘off ensive’ operations, as the 

87 Tikk, Kaska and Vihul 2010.
88 AIV and CAVV 2011, p. 21. Endorsed by the Netherlands’ Government, see footnote 

56.
89 AIV and CAVV 2011, p. 21.
90 Ducheine 2008, p. 570.
91 Besides that civil and human rights play an important role.
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‘force’ in both cases is defi ned as: ‘any signifi cant use of force against persons 
or subjects’.92

For the Royal Military Constabulary’s police tasks, the Code of Crimi-
nal Procedure is relevant. Armed Forces providing military assisting under 
the Police Act will have to adhere to the Police (use of force) regulations. 
Also, the Police and Criminal Justice privacy regulations and regulations 
on reporting and archiving are relevant in this respect.

In general, generic national legislation such as constitutional rights (hu-
man rights),93 or the Personal Data Protection Act,94 as well as specifi c 
legislation dealing with, for example, criminal prosecution (Police Data 
Act), are also of relevance for the legal regime.95

It is clear that not all these aspects can be discussed in detail in this 
chapter. We confi ne ourselves to the conclusion that the Dutch national 
legal regime often depends on the basis of the operation and sometimes is 
characterised by physical and/or kinetic preoccupation.

7.  International Legal Regimes

For the sake of brevity, the review of international legal regimes is re-
stricted to the Law of Armed Confl ict, human rights law, and the (non-
legal) regimes of Rules of Engagement, and Status of Forces Agreements. 
International information law and the patchwork of other international 
eff orts to control cyber operation will not be covered.96

7.1 Law of Armed Confl ict
Th e Law of Armed Confl ict (LOAC) has developed well before cyber op-
erations came into existence, resulting in issues of interpretation and ap-
plication as a result. However, LOAC has eff ectively dealt with issues like 

92 ‘Elke dwangmatige kracht van meer dan geringe betekenis, uitgeoefend op personen 
of zaken’, see Art.1 of respectively the Offi  cial Instruction for the Police, the Mili-
tary Police and the Special Investigation Offi  cer [Ambtsinstructie voor de politie, de 
Konink lijke marechaussee en de buitengewoon opsporingsambtenaar]; and the De-
cree on the Use of Force by Defence Personnel in the Conduct of Guarding and 
Securing [Besluit geweldgebruik defensiepersoneel in de uitoefening van de bewa-
kings- en beveiligingstaak].

93 For example Art. 10 Dutch Constitution dealing with the Right to Privacy.
94 Wet bescherming persoonsgegevens.
95 For a (partial) overview: Parliamentary Papers II, 2011/12, 26 643, No. 220 (annex): 

Juridisch kader cyber security.
96 For a survey of legal mechanisms created by the UN, NATO, the Council of Europe 

and other international organisations, see: Hathaway et al. 2012, p. 48 et seq. See also 
Tikk 2010.
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these before. Although aerial weapons came into use during World War I, 
a specifi c treaty dealing with combat in the third dimension has yet to be 
concluded. Yet, it is beyond doubt that LOAC applies to aerial warfare, 
and by this analogy LOAC is also applicable to the fi fth dimension (once 
the threshold of armed confl ict has been reached).

LOAC has always been adaptive in character. Th e basic principles – 
military necessity, humanity, proportionality, distinction and chivalry – 
apply in all armed confl icts and thereby function as a safety net; LOAC is 
in practice technology independent and thus applicable to new develop-
ments like cyber operations.97

Nevertheless, the application of LOAC raises various questions. Obvi-
ously, the most important one is whether LOAC applies to cyber operations. 
In two situations that question can be answered in the positive. First, when 
cyber operations as such amount to an armed confl ict, and secondly, when 
cyber operations are part of an armed confl ict and can be regarded as hos-
tilities. Both situations are elaborated upon in the next paragraphs.

7.1.1 Cyber Operations as Such: Armed Confl ict?
Once an armed confl ict exists, LOAC automatically applies to the parties 
involved.98 Th e  key question is when an armed confl ict exists.99 Interna-
tional law does not defi ne this term either. Th e existence of an armed 
confl ict must be based on facts. Although the views of the parties involved 
on that matter are relevant, they are not conclusive.100 Th e case-law of the 
International Criminal Tribunal for former Yugoslavia proves that:

an armed confl ict exists whenever there is a resort to armed force between 
States or protracted armed violence between governmental authorities and 
organized armed groups or between such groups within a State.101

Two cumulative conditions must be met.102 First, actual hostilities must 
take place. (In the case of a non-international armed confl ict (NIAC) these 
hostilities should be of suffi  cient intensity).103 Secondly, they must be car-
ried out by opposing organised armed groups (for NIACs: capable of 

 97 Kruit 2009, p. 450 et seq.
 98 ICTY (1995), Tadic (Appeal: jurisdiction), § 70.
 99 See ICRC 2008.
100 Ducheine and Pouw 2010, p. 46.
101 ICTY (1995), Tadic (Appeal: jurisdiction), § 70.
102 Especially in the context of a non-international armed confl ict. See Ducheine 2008, 

p. 474.
103 For an international armed confl ict (between States): the force should exceed the 

threshold of minor or isolated armed incidents (AIV and CAVV 2011, p. 23); for non-
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undertaking military operations over longer periods of time). It goes with-
out saying that the non-kinetic nature of cyber operations aff ects the answer 
to the question whether cyber operations amount to an armed confl ict, 
resulting in the application of LOAC. 

7.1.2 Cyber Operations during Armed Confl ict
If cyber operations as such are conducted as part of an existing armed 
confl ict,104 the next question is whether cyber operations can be regarded 
as hostilities. Most rules relating to hostilities105 take the term attack as 
starting point, which is defi ned as: ‘acts of violence against the adversary, 
whether in off ence or in defence’.106 Attacks can be launched from land, 
sea or air.107 Two issues come to mind. Firstly, whether (all) attacks in the 
fi fth dimension are covered by the general provisions on hostilities? Th at 
would be logical given the purpose of LOAC. Secondly, whether cyber 
operations can be regarded as ‘acts of violence’? If not, some provisions on 
hostilities do not apply. To the extend they do, they will be governed by 
the rules pertaining to the conduct of hostilities.

Assuming that cyber operations can be construed as attacks and are 
governed by the general rules on hostilities, the application of these rules 
encounters obstacles as well. In the next paragraphs the application of 
the principles of distinction and proportionality, as well as the issue of 
neutrality will be reviewed.

7.1.3 Distinction and Military Targets
Belligerent parties must distinguish between the civilian population and 
combatants and between civilian objects and military objectives.108 In the 
classical practice of war this distinction is sometimes hard to make. Dual 
use objects, like infrastructure, radio stations, power plants, communication 
satellites and computer networks, can have both a military as a civilian 

international armed confl ict this threshold is higher, see: Ducheine and Pouw 2012b, 
p. 72-73.

104 It is expected that cyber operations will not solely take place in cyberspace but will be 
part of military operations that include other dimensions as well; see AIV and CAVV 
2011, p. 12.

105 See API, Part IV Civilian Population – Section I General Protection against 
Eff ects of Hostilities.

106 Art. 49(1) API.
107 Art. 49(3) API.
108 Art. 48 API. Th is so called Basic Rule restates the customary principle of distinction 

and has been labeled as one of the cardinal principles of the law of armed confl ict; see 
Schmitt 2011, p. 90-91.
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function. Cyber operations put more pressure on this principle as cyber 
operations use dual use objects, like the internet.

7.1.4 Proportionality and Collateral Damage
Th e prohibition of disproportionate attacks obliges the attacking party to 
consider method, time and place of the attack and to carry out a collateral 
damage assessment.109 As a rule, this proportionality test is onerous during 
normal operations.110 Cyber operations are no exception to that rule, with 
the danger of disengagement of rules. Some cyber operations may cause 
less civilian casualties and less physical damage than traditional, kinetic 
attacks. Especially when faced with dual use objects, that aspect may be a 
consideration to launch an attack using cyber means, that would otherwise 
be prohibited on account of the principles of distinction and proportion-
ality.111

7.1.5 Neutrality
Cyber operations will be partly conducted via the internet and, because of 
its international structure, will involve infrastructure and internet nodes 
in neutral states.112 Neutrality law (dated 1907!) establishes that the ter-
ritory of ‘neutral Powers’ is inviolable and cannot be used by the belli-
gerents.113 Th e use of internet facilities (due to the transit of data traffi  c) 
in or through a neutral State would be in confl ict with neutrality law. 

Possibly, an exception in Th e Hague Convention V off ers a solution, as 
‘telegraph or telephone cables or of wireless telegraphy apparatus’ belong-
ing to companies or private individuals may be used.114 Th erefore, the use 
of internet nodes and connections in another State may not directly violate 
neutrality law.115

During the cyber attacks in the 2008 war, Georgia moved its internet 
activities abroad116 and made use of the services and facilities of local 
companies abroad without the explicit permission or consent of the States 

109 Compare Art. 51(5)(b) API.
110 For a case study and analysis, see: Baron and Ducheine 2010.
111 Kelsey 2008. Also Haaster 2012.
112 Kelsey 2008, p. 1441.
113 Art. 1 and 2 of the Convention V Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral Powers and 

Persons in Case of War on Land; Th e Hague, 18 October 1907 (2 AJIL (1908) Supple-
ment 117-27).

114 Art. 8.
115 See: Owens, Dam and Lin 2009, p. 270.
116 Estonia, Poland and the US; see: Korns and Kastenberg 2009, p. 60.
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involved.117 Th us, Georgia managed to withstand the cyber attack and to 
maintain communication with its troops.

7.2 Human Rights Law
Th e application of human rights treaties is primarily limited to the terri-
tory of States parties to these treaties. Increasingly, extraterritorial behaviour 
of states has an eff ect on individuals abroad, leading to the important ques-
tion whether cyber operations fall within the reach of these human rights 
instruments. Th at seems to be the case if a state, by conducting military 
operations, exercises eff ective control over a certain area. Control can take 
diff erent forms.118 Firstly, as an occupying force under the LOAC, and 
secondly, when a state exercises public authority with the consent of an-
other state that normally exercises that control.119 Th irdly, through a man-
date of the UN Security Council, as was the case with KFOR and UNMIK 
in Kosovo.

As soon as geographic eff ective control exists, all military operations in 
that area are governed inter alia by human rights law (sometimes alongside 
the rules of LOAC). Th at rule also applies to cyber operations to which 
human rights law automatically apply, such as law enforcement operations 
carried out both domestically and abroad.

7.3 ROE and SOFAs
Th e third ‘legal’ regime concerns Rules of Engagement (ROE).120 Th e 
NATO ROE catalogue – MC 362 – places ‘cyber’ ROE under the heading 
of ‘Information Operations’ and ‘Electronic Warfare’. Since 2000 the US 
Standing Rules of Engagement include specifi c instructions on cyber opera-
tions.121 One of the ROE-issues concerns the (geographic) scope of the 
ROE. Th e question is if ROE that normally defi nes the Area of Operations 
would allow the use of information systems belonging to parties that are 
not involved in the confl ict or operation.

Arrangements on the (legal) status of troops stationed abroad and 
their privileges, like the use of facilities in respect of communication, are 
usually laid down in Status of Forces Agreements (SOFAs).122 Obviously, 

117 Korns and Kastenberg 2009, p. 66-67.
118 Ducheine 2008, p. 405.
119 Th is situation is referred to above as the third normal exception. 
120 ROE are operational and/or political guidelines governing the use of force.
121 See the Annex on Information Operations. Currently: SROE/SRUF (Standing Rules 

for the Use of Force); O’Donnell and Kraska 2003, p. 143.
122 Th is applies to situations that states are not engaged in an armed confl ict with each 

other. In such a confl ict situation the status of the forces in enemy territory follows 
from the law of armed confl ict.
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existing, long-term SOFAs (e.g., the NATO-SOFA) did not take cyber 
operations into account, but future SOFAs will be aff ected by the develop-
ments in the fi eld of cyber operations.

8.  Conclusion

Th e Netherlands already have faced operations in the cyber domain. Th e 
purpose of this chapter was to stimulate further thinking and provide some 
tools for analysis in an eff ort aimed towards advancing the legal framework 
related to military cyber operations. Regarding the framework itself, two 
cautionary remarks are deemed fi t.

First of all, the legal framework runs the risk of being ineff ective and 
incomplete as long as the overarching strategic framework is incomplete 
itself. Th ere is a need for an explicit overarching Grand Strategy encompass-
ing both an international alongside a national dimension, which unfortu-
nately does not yet exist. Th e present National Security Strategy has a 
primarily domestic focus and fails to address the international legal order 
as a vital national interest. 

Secondly, as the National Cyber Security Strategy celebrates its fi rst an-
niversary, the Defence Cyber Strategy should be ready to see the light. Th is 
strategy on military cyber operations should fi t seamlessly into both exist-
ing strategic concepts. In addition, the Defence Cyber Strategy should take 
into account the international legal order as (the missing) sixth vital na-
tional interest, not only because of the constitutional roots but because of 
the second constitutional purpose of the armed forces (and the second 
main task) as well.

Before reconsidering the framework itself, it was argued that cyber 
operations could be explained and covered by more than one paradigm at 
the same time. Hence, it is also realistic to conclude that a monistic ap-
proach is not suitable for cyber operations. Instead, one should realise that 
cyber operations are part of a fl uid spectrum, and therefore, require an 
integral or complementary approach, implying that cyber operations (at 
the same time could) fi t into multiple paradigms, and that the constituent 
parts of the legal framework instead of the paradigm, will be defi ning the 
outcome. Furthermore, it is obvious that the majority of the cyber secu-
rity measures will be civil in nature, with a small role for the military, and 
thereby limiting the role of cyber warfare proper.

Nevertheless, the legal framework comprises the legal bases for opera-
tions and the legal regimes applicable during the operations. Clearly, an 
operation could have more than one legal basis, as well as the execution of 
the operation will be covered by multiple legal regimes.
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Th e existing legal framework is largely based on classic, defensive, reac-
tive tasks and appears to be rather monodisciplinary. Laws and regulations 
relevant for the military or international treaties are still kinetically orien-
tated, as cyber is not fully developed yet. In national legal bases and legal 
regimes that issue calls for reconsideration and modifi cation when neces-
sary, e.g., in the fi eld of security and intelligence. 

International legal bases and legal regimes are by nature adaptive and 
fl exible. Still, the non-kinetic character of cyber operations generates seri-
ous questions in this fi eld as well. Within the ius ad bellum two questions 
are relevant: do cyber operations constitute armed force and are they thus 
prohibited under Article 2(4) UN-Charter? And, can they amount to an 
armed attack, justifying states to respond in self-defence? Within the Law 
of Armed Confl ict similar issues arise: when has a cyber operation suffi  cient 
‘intensity of force’ to be labelled as an armed confl ict? Are cyber activities 
true ‘hostilities’? And, what will a collateral damage assessment result in? 

By introducing cyber operations the Netherlands Armed Forces enter a 
new arena, which, in spite of the new and advanced technology, is beyond 
doubt not beyond the scope of legal regulation: the law also applies during 
(cyber)war.123
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